












In international business, much attention has been directed to the international expansion of 
firms based on their use of resources and competitive capabilities that have been built up in a 
home country to create a competitive advantage over host-country firms. More recently, the 
organizational capabilities and competitive advantages of Japanese manufacturing firms in 
general (in autos, electronics, etc.) have been analyzed as important factors in the establishment 
of overseas transplants. The theoretical framework of the overseas application of home-country 
management resources has been effective as a basic tool in analyzing the fundamental issue of 
international operations of the firm. However, the existing models, which tend to emphasize 
application of country-specific resources, does not sufficiently explain the frequently 
encountered question of why multinational enterprises (following, MNEs) from the same home 
country pursue different strategic paths and actions when managing overseas operations.   
The present paper attempts to incorporate a dynamic and firm-specific perspective and 
empirically analyze how differences in the financial resources and organizational capabilities of 
MNEs from the same home country affect the strategy and competitive behavior of their 
operations in the same local country. The analysis will center on the two Japanese auto 
assemblers, specifically Toyota Motor Corporation and Mitsubishi Motors Corporation, which 
have local production facilities in both Australia and Thailand. These two countries provide 
interesting case studies because in both the local operations experienced a serious crisis in recent 
years. The crisis for local auto producers in Australia began in the 1980s with the removal of 
protectionist policies and the rapid liberalization of the auto market. In Thailand, exceedingly 
severe conditions for local auto assemblers were caused by the 1997 Asian economic crisis. The 
present paper will focus its attention on the differences in the responses by Toyota and 
Mitsubishi to these crises, which we characterize as “larger competent firm” and “smaller 
competent firm” respectively. 
The two firms in question have both maintained international competitiveness in 
production in their common home country of Japan, in addition to building top-level local 
competitiveness in their Australian and Thai operations. However, when faced with a growth 
opportunity and a subsequent crisis, the responses of the local operations of the firms were 
markedly different. It is anticipated that behind these differences in firm conduct lie interfirm 
differences in firm scale (i.e. financial power) and dynamic organizational capabilities (e.g., 
capability-building capability) in their home country. The present paper will attempt to delineate 
these interfirm differences and their effects on firm conduct to explain why two firms from the 
same home country would show such different patterns of conduct even though they face the 

























Δ্Ͱɺ اۀؒͷҧ͍΍ͦͷاۀ׆ಈ΁ͷӨڹʹର͢Δ෼ੳࢹ఺ͷॏཁੑΛओு͢Δɻ  
 ÷ùõøõùùվగç ç øç
 
ಈଶతೳྗͱܦӦࢿݯ͕ւ֎ࣄۀʹ༩͑ΔઓུతӨڹ ಈଶతೳྗͱܦӦࢿݯ͕ւ֎ࣄۀʹ༩͑ΔઓུతӨڹ ಈଶతೳྗͱܦӦࢿݯ͕ւ֎ࣄۀʹ༩͑ΔઓུతӨڹ ಈଶతೳྗͱܦӦࢿݯ͕ւ֎ࣄۀʹ༩͑ΔઓུతӨڹ 




















ʢHymer [1976]ɺVernon [1971]ɺ  Bartlett and Ghoshal [1989]ʣ ɻۙ೥ʹ͓͍ͯ͸ɺ೔ຊاۀʢࣗಈंɺ
ՈిͳͲʣͷੜ࢈෼໺ʹ͓͚Δ૊৫ೳྗͱڝ૪༏Ґ͕ɺւ֎΁ͷ޻৔ల։Λࢧ͑ΔҰͭͷॏཁͳཁ































ʹ͸ਐ·ͣɺ Ή͠ΖࢼߦࡨޡΛ൐͏ ʮ૑ൃతʯ ͳ΋ͷͰ͋Δ͜ͱ͕ଟ͍ ʢFujimoto [1998]ɺ ౻ຊ [2000]ɺ÷ùõøõùùվగç ç úç
 
౻ຊʹੀࢁ[2000]ʣ ɻͭ·Γɺզʑ͕આ໌͢΂͖ͳͷ͸ɺ૑ൃతͳγεςϜਐԽͷϓϩηεͷதͰͳ
͓͔ͭଞࣾʹઌΜ͡Δೳྗߏஙೳྗɺ ͢ͳΘͪʮਐԽೳྗʯ Ͱ͋Δ ʢ౻ຊ [1997]ɺ Fujimoto [1999]ʣ ɻ
զʑ͸ɺւ֎ࣄۀʹ͓͚ΔదԠߦಈɾڝ૪ߦಈ͕ɺܭըੑʢ݁Ռͱͯ͠ͷࣄલ߹ཧੑʣͱ૑ൃੑʢ݁
Ռͱͯ͠ͷࣄޙ߹ཧੑʣΛซͤ࣋ͭՄೳੑΛৗʹ೦಄ʹஔ͘ඞཁ͕͋Δɻ 





























ʹɺ(i)  ͋Δ࣌఺ʹ͓͍ͯ૬ରతʹߴ͍ڝ૪ྗͷϨϕϧΛ΋ͨΒ͢ʮ੩ଶతೳྗʯͱɺ(ii)  ͋Δظؒ
ʹ͓͍ͯ૬ରతʹߴ͍ڝ૪ྗͷվળΛ΋ͨΒ͢ ʮಈଶతೳྗʯ ͱʹ෼͔ΕΔ ʢPenrose  [1968],  Nelson 







ུ͸ɺಠࣗͷܦӦࢿݯɾ૊৫ೳྗ ʢresource / competence / capabilityʣΛ࣋ͬͨ಺֎ڌ఺Λɺώτɾ
Ϟϊɾࢿۚɾٕज़ɾ஌ࣝͳͲͷࠃࡍతͳ૒ํ޲ωοτϫʔΫͰ݁Ϳ͜ͱʹॏ͖Λஔ͍ͨ֓೦Ͱ͋Δɻ
ʢBartlett and Ghoshal [1989]ʣ ɻ MIT ͷࠃࡍࣗಈंϓϩάϥϜ (IMVP)ͷใࠂॻ΋͜Εʹྨࣅͨ͠ࠃࡍ






ҰൠʹܦӦઓུ࿦Ͱ͸ɺ ʮઓུҙਤʯ(strategic intent)͕ʮઓུ࣮ࢪʯ(strategic implementation)ʹઌߦ
͢Δͱ͍͏ɺҙࢥܾఆऀͷࣄલ߹ཧੑΛલఏͱͨ͠ઓུܭը࿦(strategy as a plan)͕௕೥ओྲྀͩͬͨ÷ùõøõùùվగç ç üç
 
(Andrews[1980], Hofer and Schendel[1978]ଞ)ɻ ͜Εʹରͯ͠ɺ ʮܦӦઓུ͸ܭըͱ͍͏ΑΓ͸Ή͠ΖҰ
छͷߦಈύλʔϯ(stratagy as a pattern)Ͱ͋Γɺ ࣄલͷҙਤ͕ແͯ͘΋݁Ռͱͯ͠߹ཧੑΛൃش͢Δઓ
ུ͕ঃʑʹܗ੒͞ΕΔ͜ͱ͕͋Γ͏Δʯͱ͍͏ߟ͑ํ΋͋Γɺ૊৫ֶश࿦΍ਐԽܦࡁֶͱͷؔ࿈Ͱ
ۙ೥஫໨͞Εͭͭ͋Δ(Mintzberg and Waters[1985])ɻϛϯπόʔάΒ͸ɺ͜͏ͨ͠ࣄલʹ͸ҙਤ͞Ε


















ç ç ૬ରతʹେ͖͍ 
 
 
ç ç ç ڧ͍େاۀ ڧ͍େاۀ ڧ͍େاۀ ڧ͍େاۀ 
   ʢಈଶೳྗç ʹç ڧ ڧ ڧ ڧʗऑʣ 
 
ççç 
çççऑ ͍ େ ا ۀ  
 
 
ç ç ૬ରతʹখ͍͞ 
 
 
ç ç ç ڧ͍খاۀ ڧ͍খاۀ ڧ͍খاۀ ڧ͍খاۀ 
ʢಈଶೳྗç ʹç ڧʗऑʣ 
 
 





ͦͷ݁Ռɺ ʮڧ͍େاۀʯ ʮڧ͍খاۀʯ ʮऑ͍େاۀʯ ʮऑ͍খاۀʯ ͷ̐ͭͷλΠϓʹ෼ྨ͞ΕΔɻ
ͳ͓ɺ ʮڧ͍ʯ ʮऑ͍ʯͱ͸ɺͦͷاۀશମͷܦӦྗ΍ࢿྗͰ͸ͳ͘ɺ͋͘·Ͱ΋ੜ࢈ɾ։ൃͱ͍ͬ÷ùõøõùùվగç ç ýç
 
































































































































ຊߘޙ൒ͷέʔε෼ੳͱͷؔ࿈Ͱ͍͑͹ɺ τϤλ͸యܕతͳ ʮڧ͍େاۀʯ ʢcompetent larger firmʣ























Ծઆ̍ Ծઆ̍ Ծઆ̍ Ծઆ̍ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺߴ͍։ൃɾ੡଄ೳྗΛ࣋ͭ ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺߴ͍։ൃɾ੡଄ೳྗΛ࣋ͭ ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺߴ͍։ൃɾ੡଄ೳྗΛ࣋ͭ ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺߴ͍։ൃɾ੡଄ೳྗΛ࣋ͭʮڧ͍େاۀʯ͸ɺಉ౳ͷೳྗΛ࣋ ʮڧ͍େاۀʯ͸ɺಉ౳ͷೳྗΛ࣋ ʮڧ͍େاۀʯ͸ɺಉ౳ͷೳྗΛ࣋ ʮڧ͍େاۀʯ͸ɺಉ౳ͷೳྗΛ࣋
ͭʮڧ͍খاۀʯʹൺ΂ͯɺ֤ݱ஍ࢢ৔ʹରԠ͢ΔϩʔΧϧઐ༻Ϟσϧ΍ϩʔΧϧઐ༻ੜ࢈ϥΠϯ ͭʮڧ͍খاۀʯʹൺ΂ͯɺ֤ݱ஍ࢢ৔ʹରԠ͢ΔϩʔΧϧઐ༻Ϟσϧ΍ϩʔΧϧઐ༻ੜ࢈ϥΠϯ ͭʮڧ͍খاۀʯʹൺ΂ͯɺ֤ݱ஍ࢢ৔ʹରԠ͢ΔϩʔΧϧઐ༻Ϟσϧ΍ϩʔΧϧઐ༻ੜ࢈ϥΠϯ ͭʮڧ͍খاۀʯʹൺ΂ͯɺ֤ݱ஍ࢢ৔ʹରԠ͢ΔϩʔΧϧઐ༻Ϟσϧ΍ϩʔΧϧઐ༻ੜ࢈ϥΠϯ
















Ծઆ̎ Ծઆ̎ Ծઆ̎ Ծઆ̎ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺ ʮڧ͍େاۀʯ͸ɺϩʔΧϧઐ༻Ϟσϧ΍ϩʔΧϧઐ༻ੜ࢈ϥ ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺ ʮڧ͍େاۀʯ͸ɺϩʔΧϧઐ༻Ϟσϧ΍ϩʔΧϧઐ༻ੜ࢈ϥ ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺ ʮڧ͍େاۀʯ͸ɺϩʔΧϧઐ༻Ϟσϧ΍ϩʔΧϧઐ༻ੜ࢈ϥ ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺ ʮڧ͍େاۀʯ͸ɺϩʔΧϧઐ༻Ϟσϧ΍ϩʔΧϧઐ༻ੜ࢈ϥ
ΠϯʹΑΓґଘ͍ͯ͠Δ݁Ռɺ ʮڧ͍খاۀʯʹൺ΂ͯɺݱ஍ࢢ৔ͷൢചٸݮͱ͍͏ւ֎ڌ఺ͷة ΠϯʹΑΓґଘ͍ͯ͠Δ݁Ռɺ ʮڧ͍খاۀʯʹൺ΂ͯɺݱ஍ࢢ৔ͷൢചٸݮͱ͍͏ւ֎ڌ఺ͷة ΠϯʹΑΓґଘ͍ͯ͠Δ݁Ռɺ ʮڧ͍খاۀʯʹൺ΂ͯɺݱ஍ࢢ৔ͷൢചٸݮͱ͍͏ւ֎ڌ఺ͷة ΠϯʹΑΓґଘ͍ͯ͠Δ݁Ռɺ ʮڧ͍খاۀʯʹൺ΂ͯɺݱ஍ࢢ৔ͷൢചٸݮͱ͍͏ւ֎ڌ఺ͷة
ػͷӨڹΛΑΓڧ͘ड͚Δɻ ػͷӨڹΛΑΓڧ͘ड͚Δɻ ػͷӨڹΛΑΓڧ͘ड͚Δɻ ػͷӨڹΛΑΓڧ͘ड͚Δɻ 
 
ç (3)  ةػҎ߱ͷϩʔΧϧೳྗߏஙʹؔ͢ΔԾઆɿͯ͞ɺ͜ͷΑ͏ͳ༧ݟෆՄೳͳϩʔΧϧةػʹ
ݟ෣ΘΕͨاۀ͸Ͳ͏͢Δ͔ɻຊࣾͷࢿྗ͕๡͍͠ʮখاۀʯ͸ɺͱΓ͋͑ͣ௥Ճ౤ࢿΛ࠷খݶʹ











͸άϩʔόϧͳ૬ޓิ׬ڙڅωοτϫʔΫΛ֦ॆ͠ɺ ʮϚϧνυϝεςΟοΫاۀʯ ͔Β ʮάϩʔό
ϧاۀʯ(Porter[1985])΁ͷస׵͕ٸ଎ʹਐΉ͔΋͠Εͳ͍ɻ͔͠͠ɺ͜ͷʮάϩʔόϧԽʯ͸ɺඞ
ͣ͠΋ͦͷاۀͷࣄલͷʮάϩʔόϧઓུʯʹجͮ͘΋ͷͰ͸ͳ͘ɺΉ͠Ζɺةػ΁ͷࢼߦࡨޡత
ͳࣄޙରԠ͕ੜΈग़ͨ͠ʮ૑ൃతάϩʔόϧઓུʯͱ΋ݺ΂ͦ͏ͳ΋ͷͰ͋Δʢ౻ຊ [2000]ʣ ɻ ÷ùõøõùùվగç ç øøç
 
 
Ծઆ Ծઆ Ծઆ Ծઆ 3ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺݱ஍ࢢ৔ͷൢചٸݮͱ͍͏ւ֎ڌ఺ͷةػʹ௚໘ͨ͠ʮڧ͍େ ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺݱ஍ࢢ৔ͷൢചٸݮͱ͍͏ւ֎ڌ఺ͷةػʹ௚໘ͨ͠ʮڧ͍େ ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺݱ஍ࢢ৔ͷൢചٸݮͱ͍͏ւ֎ڌ఺ͷةػʹ௚໘ͨ͠ʮڧ͍େ ɿଞͷ৚݅ΛҰఆͱ͢Ε͹ɺݱ஍ࢢ৔ͷൢചٸݮͱ͍͏ւ֎ڌ఺ͷةػʹ௚໘ͨ͠ʮڧ͍େ
اۀʯͷ͏ͪɺڧ͍ʮಈଶೳྗʯ ʢೳྗߏஙೳྗʣΛ࣋ͭاۀ͸ɺͦΕΛ׆͔ͯ͠ɺ౰֘ւ֎޻৔ اۀʯͷ͏ͪɺڧ͍ʮಈଶೳྗʯ ʢೳྗߏஙೳྗʣΛ࣋ͭاۀ͸ɺͦΕΛ׆͔ͯ͠ɺ౰֘ւ֎޻৔ اۀʯͷ͏ͪɺڧ͍ʮಈଶೳྗʯ ʢೳྗߏஙೳྗʣΛ࣋ͭاۀ͸ɺͦΕΛ׆͔ͯ͠ɺ౰֘ւ֎޻৔ اۀʯͷ͏ͪɺڧ͍ʮಈଶೳྗʯ ʢೳྗߏஙೳྗʣΛ࣋ͭاۀ͸ɺͦΕΛ׆͔ͯ͠ɺ౰֘ւ֎޻৔
ͷ༌ग़ೳྗΛٸ଎ʹߴΊɺةػʹΑΔੜ࢈ॖখͷӨڹΛऑΊΔɻ݁Ռͱͯ͠ɺ͜ͷاۀ͸ʮάϩʔ ͷ༌ग़ೳྗΛٸ଎ʹߴΊɺةػʹΑΔੜ࢈ॖখͷӨڹΛऑΊΔɻ݁Ռͱͯ͠ɺ͜ͷاۀ͸ʮάϩʔ ͷ༌ग़ೳྗΛٸ଎ʹߴΊɺةػʹΑΔੜ࢈ॖখͷӨڹΛऑΊΔɻ݁Ռͱͯ͠ɺ͜ͷاۀ͸ʮάϩʔ ͷ༌ग़ೳྗΛٸ଎ʹߴΊɺةػʹΑΔੜ࢈ॖখͷӨڹΛऑΊΔɻ݁Ռͱͯ͠ɺ͜ͷاۀ͸ʮάϩʔ


























ੜ࢈ੑɾ։ൃظؒͱ͍ͬͨࢦඪͰ΋ɺ྆ࣾͱ΋ʹڝ૪༏ҐΛ͍࣋ͬͯΔ(Clark and Fujimoto[1991])ɻ 
ୈೋʹɺ྆ࣾ͸ΞδΞଠฏ༸஍Ҭʹؔͯ͠͸λΠ΍ΦʔετϥϦΞΛؚΊͯɺڞʹ΄΅ಉ༷ͷ஍
Ҭʹւ֎ల։Λߦ͖ͬͯͨɻ͜Ε͸ɺՉ઎اۀؒͷ૬ޓର߅ߦಈͷ݁Ռɺಉ͡஍ҬʹϥΠόϧاۀ
͕Ұ੪ʹల։͢Δɺ ͍ΘΏΔ ʮόϯυϫΰϯޮՌʯ ͷ݁ՌͱΈͳ͢͜ͱ΋Ͱ͖Δ(Nickerbocker[1973]ʣ ɻ  
ͦͷ݁Ռɺ τϤλͱࡾඛࣗ޻͸ΞδΞͷࣗಈंࢢ৔Ͱ΄΅ڞ௨ͷ؀ڥมԽʹ௚໘ͨ͠ɻ ͢ͳΘͪɺ
1990 ೥୅લ൒ʢಛʹ 1996 ೥·Ͱʣʹ͓͚ΔΞδΞࢢ৔ͷٸ੒௕Ͱ͋Δɻ·ͨɺΞδΞɾΦʔετ
ϥϦΞڞʹɺ ࠃ಺ࢢ৔Λอޢ͢Δϗετࠃ੓෎ͷ༌ೖ୅ସ੓ࡦ ʢ׬੒ं༌ೖن੍΍෦඼ࠃ࢈Խ੓ࡦʣ



















ͳ͔ͬͨɻ ͜͏ͨ͠ࢿݯ্ͷ੍໿͕ɺ ޙड़͢ΔΑ͏ʹւ֎ࣄۀʹର͢Δҙࢥܾఆʹ΋Өڹ͖ͯͨ͠ɻ 
ച্ߴ΋ 1990 ೥୅ɺτϤλ͸ࡾඛࣗ޻ͷ΄΅̏ഒͰ͋ͬͨɻ͞ΒʹӦۀརӹʢ୯ମʣ͸ 10 ഒҎ









ͨಈଶత૊৫ೳྗΛඋ͍͑ͯͨ͜ͱΛࣔࠦ͢Δྺ࢙తࢿྉ͸਺ଟ͍ʢ౻ຊ [1997]ʣ ɻ 





̑ ̑ ̑ ̑ç ç ç ç ࣄྫݚڀʢ̍ʣ ɿλΠʹ͓͚Δੜ࢈ॖখةػͱτϤλɾࡾඛࣗ޻ ࣄྫݚڀʢ̍ʣ ɿλΠʹ͓͚Δੜ࢈ॖখةػͱτϤλɾࡾඛࣗ޻ ࣄྫݚڀʢ̍ʣ ɿλΠʹ͓͚Δੜ࢈ॖখةػͱτϤλɾࡾඛࣗ޻ ࣄྫݚڀʢ̍ʣ ɿλΠʹ͓͚Δੜ࢈ॖখةػͱτϤλɾࡾඛࣗ޻ 
 
ç ຊઅͰ͸ɺ λΠࣗಈं࢈ۀΛͱΓ·͘ 1990 ೥୅ॳΊҎ߱ͷҰ࿈ͷ؀ڥมԽͱͦΕʹର͢Δ೔ܥଟ

































































ç ᶃʮੜ࢈֦େہ໘ʯʜ1990 ೥୅લ൒͔Β 1996 ೥ʹ͔͚ͯɻٸ଎ͳܦࡁ੒௕ΛഎܠʹλΠࠃ಺ʹ
͓͚ΔϐοΫΞοϓधཁ͸ٸ֦େ͠ɺ ੜ࢈֦େ͕ٻΊΒΕͨɻ কདྷతʹ͸λΠࠃ಺ࣗಈंࢢ৔͸ 100
ສ୆Λ௒͑Δ͜ͱ͕ظ଴͞Εɺ೔ܥϝʔΧʔΛத৺ʹ֤ࣾͱ΋ೳྗ૿ڧͨ͠ɻ 
ç ᶄʮ಺धॖখہ໘ʯʜ1997 ೥Ҏ߱ɻ1997 ೥݄̓ʹλΠͰ࢝·ͬͨ௨՟ةػͷӨڹͰɺࠃ಺ࣗಈं




ç MMC γςΟϙϧ  λΠτϤλ 
λΠͰͷੜ࢈։࢝  1966 ೥ 1964 ೥ 




MHTC52.04%,  Ϧʔάϧʔϓ 1.73% 
τϤλࣗಈं 69.60% 
TABT15.5%,  αΠΞϜηϝϯτ 10ˋ౳ 
ैۀһ਺  2,945 4,041 
೔ຊਓ਺  36 35 
λΠਓ໾һ  6 4 
ച্ߴ(1999,  ඦສόʔπ)  39,038 46,445 
೥ؒੜ࢈ೳྗ  136,000 240,000 
ϐοΫΞοϓτϥοΫͷ 
༌ग़ઌ 




ੜ࢈Ϟσϧ  ç   ç  
৐༻ं  ϥϯαʔ  ΧϜϦɺΧϩʔϥɺιϧʔφ 
঎༻ं  ţŪŽŖŦƄʢPʣ ɺŝŒƃŦŖʢTʣ ɺŲōŘŦŖʢTʣ   ϋΠϥοΫε 4/2 (P),μΠφ(T) 
ग़ॴɿ೔ຊࣗಈं޻ۀձࢿྉɺฉ͖औΓௐࠪʢ1999 ೥݄̒ɺ2000 ೥11 ݄ʣ 
 
ç ॳظ৚݅ɿτϤλɺࡾඛࣗ޻ͱ΋ʹ 1960 ೥୅͔Βগྔͷݱ஍̠̙૊ཱΛߦ͍͕ͬͯͨɺͦΕΒ͸
ݱ஍੓෎ͷ׬੒ं༌ೖن੍ʹରԠͨ͠༌ೖ୅ସڌ఺ͩͬͨɻͳ͓ɺࡾඛࣗ޻ͷ૊ཱ޻৔͸ൢചձࣾ



















ͬͯ׬੒ं༌ग़͸΄ͱΜͲߦΘͣɺ ੈքઓ্ུͷҐஔ෇͚͸ґવͱͯ͠ ʮ༌ೖ୅ସڌ఺ʯ Ͱ͋ͬͨɻ 
 
ç ੜ࢈ॖখہ໘΁ͷλΠࡾඛࣗ޻ͷରԠɿ༌ग़͸ɺλΠͱಉ͘͡ӈϋϯυϧͰ஍ཧతʹ΋͍ۙΦʔ
ετϥϦΞ޲͚͔Β࢝Ίͨɻ ͦͷޙঃʑʹڙڅൣғΛ޿͛ɺ 2000 ೥ݱࡏ໿ 90 Χࠃʹ༌ग़͍ͯ͠Δɻ
ڙڅઌ͸ɺೆ෦Λத৺ͱ͢ΔϤʔϩούɺΦʔετϥϦΞΛத৺ͱ͢ΔΦηΞχΞ͕ଟ͘Λ઎ΊΔ
ҰํɺϐοΫΞοϓͷ࠷େͷधཁ஍Ͱ͋Δ๺ถ޲͚͸օແͰ͋ΔɻΞϝϦΧ͕ϐοΫΞοϓΛؚΉ



































̒ ̒ ̒ ̒ç ç ç ç ࣄྫݚڀʢ̎ʣ ɿΦʔετϥϦΞʹ͓͚Δੜ࢈ॖখةػͱτϤλɾࡾඛࣗ޻ ࣄྫݚڀʢ̎ʣ ɿΦʔετϥϦΞʹ͓͚Δੜ࢈ॖখةػͱτϤλɾࡾඛࣗ޻ ࣄྫݚڀʢ̎ʣ ɿΦʔετϥϦΞʹ͓͚Δੜ࢈ॖখةػͱτϤλɾࡾඛࣗ޻ ࣄྫݚڀʢ̎ʣ ɿΦʔετϥϦΞʹ͓͚Δੜ࢈ॖখةػͱτϤλɾࡾඛࣗ޻ 
 
ຊઅͰ͸ɺ 1980 ೥୅൒͹ͷΦʔετϥϦΞʹ͓͚Δࣗಈं࢈ۀ੓ࡦͷస׵Λൃ୺ʹͨ͠Ұ࿈ͷ؀
ڥมԽͱͦΕʹର͢ΔτϤλɾࡾඛࣗ޻ͷΦʔετϥϦΞ๏ਓɺToyota Motor Corporation Australia 
(TMCA)ͱMitsubishi Motors Australia Ltd. (MMAL)ͷઓུରԠʹ͍ͭͯߟ͑Δɻ ʢৄ͘͠͸ંڮ[1998]
ࢀরʣ 
 
ç֓ گ ɿ 1980೥୅൒͹Ҏલͷ྆ࣾ ɿ τϤλ͸1962೥ʹԤถܥ૊ཱϝʔΧʔͱCKD༌ग़ܖ໿Λ݁ͼɺ
৐༻ंڙڅΛ࢝Ίͨɻ60 ೥୅຤Ҏ߱ঃʑʹຊࠊΛೖΕɺಉࣾ΁ͷ࣋גൺ཰Λ্ঢͤͨ͞ɻ1976 ೥ʹ
85%৐༻ंࠃ࢈ԽܭըʹࢀՃ͠ɺࠃ࢈Խ཰ 85%Λຬͨͨ͢Ίʹੜ࢈ମ੍Λݟ௚ͯ͠ओཁ෦඼ͷࠃ࢈
ԽΛਤͬͨɻ1977 ೥ʹ͸Ξϧτφʹ޿େͳෑ஍Λ֬อ্ͨ͠ͰΤϯδϯɾϓϨε޻৔Λ৽ઃͨ͠ɻ  
ç ҰํɺMMAL ͷલ਎͸ɺChrysler Australia(CAL)Ͱ͋Δɻ1971 ೥ຊࣾಉ࢜ͷఏܞ੒ཱʹ൐͍ɺΦ
ʔετϥϦΞͰ΋ࡾඛࣗ޻ͱͷؒͰྲྀ௨ɾ঎ඪɾٕज़ԉॿܖ໿Λక݁͠ɺಉ೥ࡾඛंͷ૊ཱ΋։࢝
ͨ͠ɻCAL Ͱ࣍ୈʹߴ·ͬͨࡾඛंͷ΢ΤΠτͱΫϥΠεϥʔຊࣾͷܦӦѱԽͱʹΑΓɺࡾඛࣗ޻
͕௚઀ܦӦΛ୲౰͢Δ͜ͱ͕ٻΊΒΕͨɻ1980 ೥ʹࡾඛࣗ޻ɾࡾඛ঎ࣄ͕ં൒Ͱ CAL גࣜͷେ൒
Λऔಘ͠ɺ໊ࣾΛ MMAL ͱͨ͠ɻ1985 ೥ʹϚάφ(YFW)Λൃച͠ɺΦʔετϥϦΞઐ༻Ϟσϧͱ
͍͏͜ͱ΋د༩ͯ͠޷ධΛതͨ͠ɻ͞Βʹɺ৐༻ंधཁͷ൒਺Λ઎ΊΔεςʔγϣϯϫΰϯʹ͍ͭ
ͯ΋ɺ1987 ೥ʹϚάφΛϕʔεʹ MMAL ࣗ਎Ͱ։ൃɾൃചͨ͠ɻ 
 
ç ݚڀର৅ظؒͷ࣌ظ۠෼ ɿ ຊߘͰ͸ 1984 ೥Ҏ߱ͷΦʔετϥϦΞࣗಈं࢈ۀΛऔΓר͘؀ڥมԽ
Λɺ࢈ۀ੓ࡦͷมԽʹଈͯ͠େ͖͘ҎԼͷ̎ஈ֊ʹ෼͚ͯߟ͑Δɻ ʢද̑ʣ 






























































 ÷ùõøõùùվగç ç øÿç
 
ç ͜Εʹର͠ɺࠃ಺ϝʔΧʔ֤ࣾʢถܥͷϑΥʔυɺGM ϗʔϧσϯɺ೔ܥͷ TMCA, MMALɺ೔
࢈ʣ͸ରԠΛഭΒΕͨɻ੓ࡦʹগྔੜ࢈Ϟσϧʹର͢ΔϖφϧςΟ͕੝Γ͜·Ε͍ͯͨͨΊɺ૬ޓ
OEM ڙڅʢ೔ܥɿதখܕंɺถܥɿେܕंʣΛபͱ͢Δ߹หɾఏܞ͕໛ࡧ͞Εͨɻޙड़͢Δ͕ɺ
GM ϗʔϧσϯͱΦʔετϥϦΞτϤλ͕׬੒ंͷ૬ޓ OEM ڙڅΛபͱ͢Δ߹หɺΦʔετϥϦ
ΞϑΥʔυͱΦʔετϥϦΞ೔࢈ͱ͕΍͸Γ׬੒ंͷ૬ޓ OEM ڙڅΛபͱ͢Δఏܞʹ౿Έ੾ͬͨɻ  









ç ΦʔετϥϦΞࡾඛ  ΦʔετϥϦΞτϤλ 
ࢿຊۚʢඦສśŖţŪŽžŗŪƄſʣ  73.98 481 
גओ  ࡾඛࣗ޻ 60% 
ࡾඛ঎ࣄ 40% 
τϤλ 100% 
ച্ߴʢඦສśŖţŪŽžŗŪƄſʣ 2075ʢ1997 ݟࠐΈʣ  3900(1996) 
ൢച୆਺ 86,621ʢ1997 ݟࠐΈʣ  121,000(1996) 
༌ग़୆਺(1996)  ໿12.000 ୆  ໿14000 ୆ 
༌ग़ઌ  ถࠃɺ೔ຊɺχϡʔδʔϥϯυͳͲ 
ர଄඼Λ೔ຊ΁ 
࿷؛ॾࠃɺχϡʔδʔϥϯυͳͲ 





Ϟσϧ  ̎Ϟσϧ͔ΒϚάφ̍Ϟσϧʹ࡟ݮ  ΧϜϦɺΧϩʔϥ 
ϞσϧνΣϯδαΠΫϧ  ໿̑೥  ໿̑೥ 
R&D  جຊઃܭ͸೔ຊʜ߽ٕज़ऀ΋ࢀը  جຊઃܭ͸೔ຊɾถࠃ 
  ੡඼ࠩผԽઃܭɺࠃ࢈Խ͸߽भ  ੡඼ࠩผԽઃܭɺઃܭมߋ͸߽भ 
  ϫΰϯλΠϓ͸ओʹ߽भͰ։ൃ  ç
ݱ஍ௐୡ཰  ໿ 75%  ̒̌ˋ୆ޙ൒ 
1984 ೥Ҏ߱৽ن౤ࢿ  ϞσϧνΣϯδͱ߹ཧԽ౤ࢿʹݶఆ  ৽޻৔ݐઃͱͦΕʹ൐͏޻৔࠶ฤ੒ 
ैۀһ਺ 5,400(೔ຊਓ 18)  4,220(೔ຊਓ 20) 
ࣾ௕  ߽भਓ  ೔ຊਓ 
ग़ॴɿฉ͖औΓௐࠪʢ1997 ೥10 ݄ʣ 
 












ç ੜ࢈֦େہ໘΁ͷτϤλͷରԠɿҰํτϤλ͸ɺࠃ಺ΑΓ΋ΞϝϦΧͰͷ GM ͱͷؔ܎Λॏࢹ͠
ͨɻݱ஍๏ਓ͸ࡾඛࣗ޻ͱͷ૬ޓิ׬ؔ܎थཱΛݕ౼͍ͯͨ͠ͷʹ΋͔͔ΘΒͣɺGM ຊ͔ࣾΒͷ
ཁ੥ʹԠͯ͡ɺ౰࣌ۀ੷ෆৼͩͬͨ GM  ϗʔϧσϯͱͷ߹หʢ׬੒ंͷ૬ޓ OEM ڙڅ͕பʣʹ౿
Έ੾ͬͨɻഎܠʹ͸ 1980 ೥୅ॳ಄ͷ೔ถࣗಈंຎࡲʹରԠͯ͠ɺ౰࣌ΞϝϦΧͰ GM ͱͷ߹หࣄ
ۀNew United Motor Manufacturing Inc. (NUMMI)Λ্ཱ͍ͪ͛ͯͨ͜ͱ͕େ͖͘ಇ͍͍ͯͨɻ߹หͰ
͸ɺ ৽ͨʹઃཱ͞Εͨ Toyotaɾ GM ͷં൒ग़ࢿʹΑΔ࣋גձࣾɺ United Australian Automotive Industries 
Ltd.(UAAI)ͷ΋ͱʹ 100ˋࢠձࣾͷ TMCA ͱGM Holden Λஔ͘ͱ͍͏૊৫ܗଶ͕࠾ΒΕɺ ྆ࣾ͸૬
ޓʹ੡඼Λิ׬͋͠͏Ҏ֎͸֤ʑैདྷͲ͓Γಠཱʹ׆ಈͨ͠ɻ΋ͬͱ΋ɺҰఆֹҎ্ͷ౤ࢿΛߦ͏
ࡍͳͲʹ͸૬खͷঝೝ͕ඞཁͩͬͨɻ 
ç ߹หʹΑΓ GM ΁ΧϩʔϥɺΧϜϦͱ͍ͬͨதখܕंΛڙڅ͢Δ͜ͱʹͳͬͨͨΊʹੜ࢈ೳྗ͕





 ÷ùõøõùùվగç ç ù÷ç
 
ç ੜ࢈ॖখہ໘ʹର͢Δࡾඛࣗ޻ͷରԠɿࡾඛࣗ޻͸ɺੜ࢈֦େہ໘ʹࡍͯ͠ࠃ಺ϝʔΧʔͱͷ߹
หɾఏܞΛߦ͍ͬͯͳ͔ͬͨͨΊӨڹ͸ൺֱతখ͘͞ɺ طఆํ਑௨Γ༌ग़ରԠΛਐΊͯ 1992 ೥ࠒ͔
Βຊ֨Խͤͨ͞ɻ࠷େͷ༌ग़ઌ͸ΞϝϦΧͰɺ೔ຊʹ΋ϫΰϯλΠϓΛ༌ग़ͨ͠ɻ 












ද̓ç Australian, United States and Japanese Parts Costs for Toyota Camry (Japan=100) 
Commodities Australia  United  States  Japan 
Coil spring  116  86    100 
Outer mirror  112  94    100 
Seat belts  109  73    100 
Lamps 105  80    100 
Tires 105  91    100 
Glass 101  89    100 
Average of all commodities  106  96    100 
ग़ॴɿIndustrial Commission, The Automotive Industry, 1997, pp.58 
 
ç૬ ޓOEM ڙڅͷෆௐɺ׬੒ं༌ೖͷࣗ༝ԽਐలͳͲΛഎܠʹɺ૒ํͷઓུܾఆͷ஄ྗੑΛ֬อ
͢ΔͨΊʹɺGM ͱͷ߹ห͕ 1996 ೥ʹղফ͞Εͨɻ͜Εʹ൐ͬͯɺGM ϗʔϧσϯ΁ͷ OEM ڙڅ
͕ͳ͘ͳΓɺͦͷ෼ͷՔಇΛ֬อ͢ΔͨΊʹ͸༌ग़͕ඞཁͱͳͬͨɻ޻৔৽ઃͳͲ͕૗ޮͯ͠େ෯




























͕ɺ ࠓճ͸ TMCA Ͱख௚͠νʔϜΛฤ੒ͯ͠தۙ౦·Ͱमཧʹߦͬͨɻ ͦͷޙ඼࣭͕҆ఆ͢Δ·Ͱɺ
















ߘͰ༧૝ͨ͠Ծઆͱ֓Ͷ੔߹ੑͷ͋Δύλʔϯ͕ɺ ΦʔετϥϦΞʹ͓͍ͯ΋؍࡯͞Εͨͱ͍͑Δɻ  
ੜ࢈ͷ֦େͱͦͷޙͷʮ༌ೖࣗ༝Խ੓ࡦ΁ͷస׵ʯͱ͍͏ʮݱ஍ੜ࢈ڌ఺ͷةػʯʹૺ۰ͨ͠೔
ຊͷଟࠃ੶ࣗಈंϝʔΧʔͷ͏ͪɺ ʮߴ͍ಈଶೳྗΛ࣋ͬͨڧ͍େاۀʯ Ͱ͋ΔτϤλ͸ɺ Φʔετ







































͕ఏҊͨ͠෼ੳ࿮૊ɺ ͢ͳΘͪɺ ຊࠃʹ͓͚Δଟࠃ੶اۀͷن໛ ʢࡒ຿తೳྗʣ ɺ ੡଄໘ͷ૊৫ೳྗɺ
͓Αͼಈଶతͳ૊৫ೳྗͷҧ͍͕ɺੜ࢈֦େظ͓Αͼੜ࢈ॖখظʹ͓͚Δɺݱ஍ੜ࢈ڌ఺ͷλΠϓ




੶اۀ࿦ ɾ ࠃࡍܦӦ࿦ͷ͜Ε·Ͱͷཧ࿦త࿮૊Λଚॏ͠ͳ͕Βɺ ͞ΒʹಉҰຊࠃͷதͰ΋ݱΕΔݸʑ

















ँࣙɿ౻ຊڭतʹΑΔݱ஍ௌ͖औΓௐࠪ͸ΦʔετϥϦΞτϤλʹରͯ͠ 1995 ೥ʹߦΘΕͨɻ ંڮ
͸ΦʔετϥϦΞτϤλͱΦʔετϥϦΞࡾඛΛ 1997 ೥10 ݄ʹɺλΠτϤλͱ MMC γςΟϙϧ
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ඛࣗ޻ͷࣄྫͳͲ͔Βʵʯ ɺ ʰࠃࡍϏδωεݚڀֶձ೥ใ 2000 ೥ʱ ɺ2000 ೥10 ݄ 
౻ຊོ޺ ʮ૑ൃతάϩʔόϧઓུʵΦʔετϥϦΞࣗಈं࢈ۀͷࣄྫ͔Βʵʯ ɺ ʰ࢈ۀֶձݚڀ೥ใʱ ɺ
ୈ15 ߸ɺ2000 ೥݄̏ 
౻ຊོ޺ʰੜ࢈γεςϜͷਐԽ࿦ʱ ɺ༗൹ֳɺ1997 ೥  